We were very impressed when students attending Prof. Rhiannon Welch’s senior seminar organized a two-day conference on the topic of “New and Old Italian Identities,” demonstrating a strong commitment to explore timely issues of citizenship and immigration. One of these students, Nicoletta Romano, continued to study these questions with the support of the Lloyd Gardner Fellowship Program in Leadership and Social Policy, under the guidance of Professor Welch. Another Italian major, Mihaela Sanderson, was selected as the author of the “Best Poster” for the Humanities portion of the Aresty Symposium, the result of a research project developed with the support of her mentor Prof. Andrea Baldi. This is the second consecutive time that a student majoring in Italian is recognized in this way.

There have been some changes in our department, and we miss our former friends and colleagues, our beloved Carol Feinberg, our kindhearted Robin Rogers, and our former language coordinator Daniele de Feo. We found however a compassionate and energetic administrator in Sheri La Macchia, who has her (wonderful) ways with students. We also attracted Dr. Carmela Scala, our new vigorous Director of the Language Program, who received a SAS Entrepreneurial Award to develop an Online Professional Development Program for Teachers of Italian, and is launching this summer special online language courses for high school students whose schools do not offer Italian.

Among our guests this year we were fortunate to have inspiring lecturers such as Suzanne Stewart-Steinberg (Comparative Literature, Brown University), Jason Pine (Anthropology, CUNY), Martin Eisner (Romance Studies, Duke University), Roberta Ricci (Italian Studies, Bryn Mawr), and the award-winning Italian-Arabic writer Amara Lakhous. We also continued our lunch-time colloquia “Food for Thought” for faculty and graduate students with exciting presentations on photography and national identity (Donata Panizza), the Arabic tradition and the Italian Novella (Marino Forlino), representations of Italian male sexual initiation (Tiziano Cherubini), and post-apocalyptic fiction (Alberto Iozzia).

Our Rutgers Day activities were a true success, with visitors taking an Italian crash course, identifying the “Icons of Italy” to win a Rutgers-Italian power band, and children learning to draw Italian landscapes with Giuditta Cirnigliaro, a graduate of the “Accademia di Brera” of Milan, and practicing soccer moves with our athletic graduate students. In the course of the day, we distributed approximately 1,000 postcards and wristbands, and 50 books on Italian culture.

We concluded the academic year with our yearly Alumni Reunion, and were grateful to welcome the representatives of our family of donors (the Paragano Family, the Coccia Foundation, and the Laggini Family) who awarded their fellowships to our best graduate students.

As for myself, I am happy to say that next year I will be continuing my research on “American Naples, 1943-45” at the American Academy in Rome. I am looking forward to working on my book project.

Wishing you a pleasant and productive summer,
Dear Friends,

My name is Sheri La Macchia. Beginning in November of 2014, I became the Department Administrator for the Italian Department. Under the guidance of Paola Gambarota and Andrea Baldi, I’ve managed to create a functional and welcoming office environment. A big reason for our success is attributed to Rosanna, Nancy, and Pranav, our student staff who have provided vital office support and website skills. Personally, I’ve come to favor some project work in particular like: course management, graduate student support (love you guys), Urbino Summer program, graphic design, working on new initiatives, and coordination of department special events like, Rutgers Day, Senior Celebration, and Italian Night. If you visit the School of Arts and Sciences at Rutgers, I welcome you to stop by the Italian House to say hi. We can have a cup of coffee, you’ll see what is going on in the Department of Italian, and learn about my fascination with birds.

Cari saluti, con i miei migliori auguri,

Sheri La Macchia

Looking back at my first 2 semesters at Rutgers I can definitely say that so far it has been a fine and stimulating ride! When I first started my career at Rutgers I was very nervous about many things: workings with new colleagues, new students and in a new environment, I wasn’t sure I would be able to fit in and find my space. Now I look back at my fears and smile because the past two semesters have been really amazing; I really enjoy working with my new colleagues who have been very supportive and have helped me feel at home and I also enjoy being the coordinator of a group of energetic and dynamic instructors. Furthermore, I have had a chance to experience the entrepreneurial energy and the great relations and connections among different institutes that make Rutgers a great place to work. However, the best part of working here so far has been the countless opportunities the department and the university have given me to freely express my ideas and work.

In a continuing effort to improve our already successful language program in this past semester I have revised the syllabus and the structure of our elementary courses, (101 & 102), our intermediate courses (131 & 132) and the second part of our Certificate for Reading Knowledge, (106).

The idea behind the re-visitation of our elementary courses is that by limiting the amount of grammar covered in one semester, it leaves more time for communicative and cultural activities and it also speeds up the pace and allows our talented students to progress faster.

Intermediate Italian 132 has been completely changed; this course is now based on readings chosen by the instructor (and by me), taken from Italian newspapers, magazines, literary texts, websites, etc.; the grammar is taught through power points prepared by me and the instructor teaching the course. The idea is to train our students to read ‘real’ Italian, as opposed to ‘textbook Italian’, so that they will be able to perform better in their upper level classes.

For Italian 106 I have revised the structure and the readings in order to better serve the needs and the interests of the students taking this course. Now the course is heavily based on reading comprehension and translations, rather than grammar. This will ensure that, upon completion of the course and the certificate, the students will be able to read and understand different types of Italian texts.
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In a continuing effort to improve our already successful language program in this past semester I have revised the syllabus and the structure of our elementary courses, (101 & 102), our intermediate courses (131 & 132) and the second part of our Certificate for Reading Knowledge, (106).

The idea behind the re-visitation of our elementary courses is that by limiting the amount of grammar covered in one semester, it leaves more time for communicative and cultural activities and it also speeds up the pace and allows our talented students to progress faster.

Intermediate Italian 132 has been completely changed; this course is now based on readings chosen by the instructor (and by me), taken from Italian newspapers, magazines, literary texts, websites, etc.; the grammar is taught through power points prepared by me and the instructor teaching the course. The idea is to train our students to read ‘real’ Italian, as opposed to ‘textbook Italian’, so that they will be able to perform better in their upper level classes.

For Italian 106 I have revised the structure and the readings in order to better serve the needs and the interests of the students taking this course. Now the course is heavily based on reading comprehension and translations, rather than grammar. This will ensure that, upon completion of the course and the certificate, the students will be able to read and understand different types of Italian texts.

I have also had the opportunity to create two new courses, one for the MAT program, targeting language teachers (Italian Through Music) and the other is an Elementary Italian course specifically designed for high school students, in collaboration with Liz Beasley (Director, New Brunswick Summer & Special Projects) and Chris Scherer (Director, New Program Initiatives & Digital Learning); furthermore, I have spearheaded a number of new initiatives. Thanks to my department’s support, I had the opportunity to propose a grant for the development of an Online Professional Development Certificate for Language Teachers, which will allow high school teachers to update their approaches and materials while gaining professional credits required by the State, and I am very happy to say that our department has been awarded this grant. Also, in collaboration with Liz Beasley, I am now working on the development of a joint program with the high schools of the Point Pleasant School District, which will allow their students to take advanced levels of Italian. In the meantime, thanks to the support of Marion Yudow at the Institute for Global Languages, our department is already able to offer a summer course in Italian for high school students.

What can I say … it has been a busy semester but a great one and I look forward to more and more exciting semesters in the future!

Carmela Scala
Carol Feinberg

After more than 30 years at Rutgers, last Fall semester Ms. Carol Feinberg, regretfully, left the Italian Department. During her stay with us, Carol was an invaluable collaborator to Chairs, Undergraduate Directors, and Graduate Directors, and a precious point of reference for faculty and students. Over the years, Carol was a wonderful model of ingenuity, work ethics, amiability, and generosity. Her tireless dedication to our common cause was coupled by her resourcefulness and good humor in facing any circumstance, no matter how unusual and complicated. She did not lose sight of any aspect of the complex machinery of the Department: an invaluable feat, given the variety of our programs and activities. She embodied the ‘historical memory’ of our unit, with an astonishing ability to recall the people who came in contact with it. She always made herself available to faculty and students, above and beyond the call of duty, with incredible resilience, understanding, and grace. We all cherish the memory of her presence. Our heartfelt thanks for her guidance, support, and help. We miss her, but we are certain she will stay in touch with us and find new, creative ways to nurture her love for Italian culture.

Andrea Baldi

I loved how our Professor spoke to the students in Italian straight from the get-go. That alone helped me learn the language rather quickly and thoroughly.

Senior Seminar

This fall, students in Prof. Rhiannon Welch’s senior seminar, Making Italians: Race and Biopolitics in Modern Italian Literature, organized a two-day symposium on their research projects for the course. Over the course of two days, titled “Identity” and “Homemade Italians” respectively, students presented research on topics such as: Carlo Collodi’s Pinocchio and political theory, racism in Italian soccer, Giovanni Verga and the “southern question,” gender and violence in Nassera Chohra’s Volevo diventare bianca, and Italy’s ‘second generations’ and the quest for citizenship. Faculty and doctoral students from the Department of Italian attended the symposium and enthusiastically participated in illuminating discussions with the undergraduate researchers.
Nicoletta Romano is a rising senior at Rutgers, double majoring in Italian and Comparative Literature, with a minor in European Studies. She is a proud member of the SAS Honors Program, Douglass Residential College, Phi Sigma Iota Foreign Language Honor Society, and Phi Beta Kappa Liberal Arts and Sciences Honors Society. While at Rutgers, she has been involved in the DRC’s Global Village, has worked in the Political Science department, and has researched for Professor T. Corey Brennan of the Classics Department as an Aresty Research Assistant for the Archivio Digitale Boncompagni Ludovisi. This past year, she participated in the Lloyd Gardner Fellowship Program in Leadership and Social Policy, where she completed a research project under the supervision of Professor Welch, dedicated to citizenship rights for second-generations in Italy. She is a recipient of the Horatio Alger Scholarship, the 2014 Rutgers Excellence Award, Dean’s List, the Frank T. Gorman, Jr. Scholarship for Excellence in the Humanities, and two prizes in the Italian Department for her essays. This summer, she has been awarded the Programma Ponte Scholarship and will be studying contemporary Italy in Rome.

Mihaela Sanderson’s poster, who worked on an Aresty Project under the direction of Professor Baldi, was selected as “Best Poster” for the Humanities portion of the Aresty Symposium, with the following motivation: “Your poster earned high marks from our judges and demonstrates great creativity and clarity in presenting your findings.”
Prize for Best Essay in 250:
Cameron Davidson (Prof. Hiromi Kaneda)

Prize for best essay in a 300-level course in English:
Daria Pugliano (Prof. Rhiannon Welch)

Prize for best essay in a 300-level course in Italian:
Lindsay Barber (Prof. Laura S. White)

Prize for the Best Senior Essay:
Michael Carey (Prof. Rhiannon Welch)

Honors Students:
Margarita Alvarez Ruiz (Prof. Rhiannon Welch)
Reveka Bojic (Prof. Paola Gambarota)
Akexandra Garey (Prof. Laura S. White)
Suzanne Stewart-Steinberg (Brown University),
*The Hermeneutics of Reclamation: Fascism and Post-Fascism in the Pontine Marshes.*

Robert Ricci (Bryn Mawr College),
*Remember the Hand: Calligraphic Intervention and Humanistic Script.*

Martin Eisner (Duke University),

Jason Pine (SUNY, Purchase College), *The Voice of the Ventriloquist: Neomelodica Music and the Neapolitan Camorra.*

Amara Lakhous, award-winning Italian and Arabic writer, presented an inspiring talk on exile and language. Languages are open and free dwellings – he argued. Learning a language is like being reborn: it is a new beginning, an opportunity to rediscover oneself.
Revolutions signify a break with previous traditions and inevitably operate through signs, images, and words. In many cases, the arts precede political and military action, articulating the social and cultural changes that affect the community. Writers, film directors, musicians, and choreographers are often the catalysts of new movements and the true performers of revolution before tanks and politicians intervene.

In this conference, we seek to explore the theme of revolution through different perspectives. Topics and approaches may include, but are not restricted to:

- Political and social revolution in literature and visual arts;
- Performance as revolution (Avant-garde, 1960s Happenings);
- Cinema and its innovative language;
- Dance and Theater: revolution on stage;
- Music and Librettos: from Risorgimento to Italian cantautori.

The 2014-15 academic year has been busy and exciting for the IGS. We organized three guest lectures by disparate professors whose professionalism and kindness were greatly appreciated.

Prof. Dana Renga’s (Ohio State University) talk on “Mafia, Masculinity, and (Male) Melodrama”, was a great opportunity not just for the graduate students, but for the undergraduates in the Mafia film class as well. Prof. Enrico Cesaretti (University of Virginia) presented “Under the Landscape: Environmental Concerns in Alessandra Sarchi’s Violazione,” which is an enlightening take on contemporary Italian literature through an ecocritical approach. The last guest was Professor Robert T. Tally Jr. (Texas State University), whose lecture “Adventures in Literary Spatiality: Explorations, Representations, Projections”, and background in English gave fascinating insights into perspectives of space in literature.

The IGS is currently accepting articles for the 23rd volume of our departmental journal La Fusta. This year’s title will be “Liminal Existence.” If you wish to publish an article in La Fusta please write to italian.grad.society@gmail.com.

We are also planning our biannual conference, which will take place on November 6th and 7th, 2015, and will be titled “Performing Revolution - Parole in Movimento”.

We would finally like to thank the faculty, staff, and students of the Department of Italian for their continuous support, without which we would not have been able to have such a successful year.
1-2. Italian Crash Course: Locate the 20 regions of Italy.

3. Italian Crash Course: COME TI CHIAMI?

6. Pizza and Cannoli’s Italian Department team.

7. ANIMALItaly: Drawing with Giuditta.

9-10. Italian Crash course: COME TI CHIAMI?

11. Rutgers Day Italian Department Poster.
1. Italian Crash Course: Locate the 20 regions of Italy.  
2. Italian Crash Course: COME TI CHIAMI?  
3. Post-Italy: Drawing with Giuditta.  
4. Italian Crash Course: COME TI CHIAMI?  
5. Rutgers Day Italian Department team.  
6. ANIMALItaly: Drawing with Giuditta.  
7. Soccer Demo.  
8. 9-10-11. Italian Crash course: COME TI CHIAMI?  

Giuditta Cirmigliaro: I was granted the Baden-Württemberg-Stipendium from the University of Konstanz in Germany, was invited to give a paper on Leonardo’s fables and allegories for the Conference Lectio “The Autonomy of the Images” at the KU Leuven University, Belgium, and I presented a paper at the AAIS conference in Boulder, CO, entitled “Primo Levi and Leonardo’s Productivity of Beasts in Sequential Narratives: Models, Forms, and Evolution of Inventing an Animal.”

Tim Curcio: This year I won the 2014 UNICO National Ella T. Grasso Literary Scholarship for my short story “Un viaggio di conoscenza … A Trip of Knowledge” which was published in UNICO National’s magazine ComUNICO. I presented a paper at The Italian Conference & Symposium at Johns Hopkins University, entitled, “The Many Forms of the Decameron: Interpretations, Translations, and Adaptations”. I also presented at Graduate Student Conferences at the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Buffalo.

Rossella di Rosa: This year my article, “Divenire animale-Divenire Elisa. La centralità del gatto Alvaro in Menzogna e Sortilegio di Elsa Morante” was accepted by Carte italiane (Forthcoming 2015). I presented a paper at the NeMLA in Toronto, entitled “Anna Maria Ortese e Alonso e i visionari: l’ecologia letteraria come strategia di sopravvivenza” (May 2015), and also for the NeMLA, I was co-chair and organizer, with Lucia Vedovi, of the panel “Il Modernismo italiano al femminile”.

Marino Forlino: In Fall 2014 I gave a talk on “Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language” at the Institute for Global Languages at Rutgers University. In May 2015 I also presented a paper entitled “L’Appetito Vien Mangiando: il Lusso della Tavola ‘Cuntamina’ la Lussuria del Talamo” in the panel “Buono da Mangiare, Buono da Pensare” at NeMLA 2015. I was recently appointed Multiarea Lecturer at California State University at Fullerton for the coming academic year 2015-2016.

Alberto Iozzia: At the AAIS conference in Boulder, CO, I presented a paper entitled “Un corpo d’armata è pur sempre un corpo” Prossemica e testimonianza ne Il sergente di Marco Paolini”. I presented another paper at The Italian Conference & Symposium at Johns Hopkins University, entitled “Un orrido cominciamento: The Decameron as literary archetype of post-apocalyptic fiction.”
Eleonora Sartoni: Over the past year, I presented a paper at the SCMLA in Austin, TX (October 18-21, 2014) entitled “Unveiling Racialization as a Fictional Construction: the Neapolitan Episode in *Paisà*”. I also attended the international symposium “The Legacy of Pier Paolo Pasolini” organized by Yale University (March 6-7, 2015) where I delivered the paper "*(Mamma) Roma* between Archaic and Modern Italy.”

Jamison Standridge: At the NeMLA conference in Toronto in May 2015, I presented a paper titled: “Reclaiming Their Own - Female Body and Identity in the Works of Nassera Chohra and Igiaba Scego”. I worked in the Spring semester for Montclair State University’s Italian department. Lastly, I received an adjunct position in the Italian department at St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia.

Brian Tholl: Last summer I worked as a translator and interpreter for New Jersey 4-H. At the Carolina Conference on Romance Literatures, April 9-11, 2015, I presented a paper entitled, “*(Mis)*reading Machiavelli in *A Bronx Tale*”.

Lucia Vedovi: My article “La Parola interdetta: dialogo tra Alessandro Manzoni e Mario Pomilio” was accepted for publication (Atti del convegno dell’Università di Toronoto 2013). I was invited to talk on: “A Renaissance of Her Own: Women’s Roles in Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century Italy” at Tarleton State University, Stephenville-Texas, March 25, 2015. I also organized the panel “Il Modernismo italiano al femminile” at the NeMLA.
Paragano Family Scholarship: Anna Maria di Gesù

The Joseph and Marie Laggini Scholarship: Alberto Iozzia

Joseph, Sr. & Clementina Coccia and the Angelo & Maria Soriano Memorial Scholarships: Giuditta Cirnigliaro, Hiromi Kaneda

Angelo and Maria Soriano Memorial Scholarship: Brian Tholl

Angelo & Anna Soriano Memorial Scholarship: Lindsay Barber

Prize for Best Graduate Essay: The recipient this year is Brian Tholl, for his essay entitled “Una sua nazione: Petrarca e la sua visione dell’Italia.” “His Own Nation: Petrarch’s Vision of Italy” – His mentor, Prof. Laura Sanguineti White presented him with the prize.
The Paragano Family, here represented by Dominick Paragano, grandson of our loyal donor Larry Paragano, this year added the amount of $10,000 to their pledge. We are happy and grateful -

Grazie!
Letizia Bellocchio (Wesleyan University): I received a three-year appointment as Visiting Assistant Professor at Wesleyan University and I am currently working with Francesca Cadel on the new issue of the Italian Quarterly on “Italian Business.” I published two articles “Dreams, Nightmares, and Hallucinations in Francesca Comencini’s Cinema” (Dreamscapes In Italian Cinema. Fairleigh Dickinson University Press) and “Difficult Years for Anni difficili by Luigi Zampa (1948)”. Nemla Italian Studies, vol XXXVI.” I presented at the MLA conference in Vancouver and the AAIS in Boulder.

Samuel Ghelli (Kean University): I was tenured and promoted to Associate Professor of Italian at Kean University, NJ, effective August 2015.

Flora Ghezzo: This year, Anna Maria Ortense: Celestial Geographies, the book I edited together with Prof. Gian Maria Annovi, came out for Toronto University Press.

Louise Hipwell (Georgetown University): I am an Associate Teaching Professor of Italian at Georgetown.

Stephanie Laggini (Temple University): As Director of the Intensive English Language Program serving students from all over the world, I’ve created some new short programs for this summer: an intensive 4-week program for graduate students or students accepted to graduate school in the United States, a cultural program that exposes students to history and the arts while teaching English, and a pre-college program for students interested in the arts. I had the great experience of traveling to Vietnam to recruit students for Temple University and for the Intensive English Language Program at Temple.
Michele Monserrati (Bryn Mawr): This year I was awarded a Faculty Research Grant by the Committee on Faculty Awards and Grants of Bryn Mawr College to do research for my book on Italian and Japanese culture during the Summer of 2015.

Emanuele Occhipinti (Drew University): This has been my third and last year as chair of the Department of French and Italian at Drew University, where I enjoy teaching new College Seminars and a course on Contemporary Italian films. I organized and chaired two sessions at the last NeMLA Conference in Toronto and I published the article “Novecento and the Contemporary Period” as a contributor to the bibliographical journal The Year's Work in Modern Language Studies. I am looking forward to directing our new summer program in Italy on philosophy, anthropology and the Mediterranean Diet.


Lara Santoro (UMass – Amherst): I am teaching at UMass Amherst and enjoying every minute of it!

Johanna Wagner (PennState): I have been working at Penn State teaching Italian language, literature and film. This year I was awarded both a Summer Teaching Enrichment Program Grant to create an archive of Italian-American oral histories in Pennsylvania, and the Teaching Innovation Project Grant to create a digital palimpsest program for the language classroom. In addition, I’ve been working and presenting on Somali Literature of the Diaspora written in Italian and English at various conferences.

Simona Wright (College of NJ): I recently published “Lampedusa’s Gaze: Messages from the Outpost of Europe” (Italica 2015). My most recent article, “The Politics of the Body as a Body Politics,” will be included in the volume Fortress Europe, Border Lampedusa Migrations across the Mediterranean Sea in Cultural Perspective (Gabriele Proglio and Laura Odasso eds. 2015). I am organizing with Fulvio Orsito and Francesco Ciabattoni the international conference Intersections/Intersezioni (Florence, June 5-7, 2015). I am also working on a volume on Giacomo Leopardi (co-edited with Emanuela Cervato).

Paola Gambarota: This year I participated in an inspiring conference in Bristol, UK, which focused on the years of the Allied liberation/occupation in Europe (1943-45). I am also the fortunate recipient of the ACLS Frederick Burkhardt Residential Fellowship at the American Academy in Rome, which will allow me to continue to work on my book project entitled “American Naples: Cross-Cultural Memories of an Occupation”.


Alessandro Vettori: I was granted the Benjamin Meaker Visiting Professorship at the Institute for Advanced Studies, University of Bristol, United Kingdom (http://bristol.ac.uk/ias/fellowships/meakers/vettori.html), was appointed to the Comité de Sélection for a position in Medieval Italian Literature at Paris Sorbonne, was invited to give a paper for the Lecturae Dantis series at the University of St. Andrews, Scotland, and read a paper on Boccaccio at the Renaissance Society of America.

Rhiannon Noel Welch: In addition to the publication of two articles, “Here and Then, There and Now: Nation Time and Colonial Space in Pasolini, Oriani and Marinetti,” Italica 93:4 (2014) 626-654, and “Contact, Contagion, Immunization. Gianni Amelio’s Lamerica (1994).” Italian Mobilities (Routledge UP, forthcoming 2015), I was invited to give a talk at Casa Italiana at NYU on ‘Haunting and the Postcolonial Ethics of the Gaze’, and to present at the Rutgers University Center for Race and Ethnicity for the ‘Symposium on The Universal Races Congress of 1911’. At the ACLA, I co-organized the panel on ‘Visualizing Spectrality’, and was a panelist for ‘Postcolonial Spectrality and Italian Film’.

Laura S. White: As a member of the Board of Academic Advisors, I helped organize the 2014 NJIIAHC Congress at Mercer Community College, Nov. 2014. I continued to serve as Commissioner of the Italian and Italian American Heritage Commission, as Vice-President of IACE (Italian American Committee on Education) and as Member of the Advisory Council for the Department of French and Italian of Princeton University. Also, my manuscript on Boccaccio, “Seduzione e privazione: il cibo nel Decameron,” has been accepted for publication in the collection Morgana, Scuola Normale di Pisa (directed by Lina Bolzoni).
**OUR FAMILIES OF DONORS:**

**Coccia Foundation Scholarships**

The Joseph, Sr. and Clementina Coccia Memorial Scholarship, which was established by the Coccia Foundation five years ago, is awarded to Ph.D. candidates who excel academically and who plan to travel to Italy to complete their proposed project during the summer.

The Angelo and Anna Soriano Memorial Scholarship, which was established by the Coccia Foundation five years ago, is awarded to graduate students who excel academically and who plan to travel to Italy to complete their proposed project during the summer.

The Coccia Foundation Scholarship is awarded to an undergraduate student who has demonstrated excellent academic performance and has been an active member of the Italian Club for studying abroad in Italy. This scholarship is not restricted to Rutgers, but is open to applicants from other universities.

**Laggini Scholarship**

The annual Joseph E. & Marie E. Laggini is given to a graduate student who has excelled academically, has been a stellar instructor, and has also demonstrated a special commitment to the Department and all its activities.

**Paragano Family Scholarship**

The Paragano Family Scholarship is awarded to a full-time M.A.T. student in our department who plans to start a career as a teacher of Italian language after completing his/her degree.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Select</th>
<th>Type of Support</th>
<th>$ Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Graduate Student Travel Grants to attend Conferences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Professional Development Certificate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Urbino Study Abroad Summer Scholarship for Undergraduate Students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Name Award giving support $100 annually for a minimum of 5 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Name of Person on Award:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grazie Mille in anticipo per il vostro sostegno of the Department of Italian at Rutgers University.**

Enclosed please find my check #________ in the amount of $___________.

I’ve selected my donation preference above.

Make your check to: Rutgers Foundation and mail to:

Rutgers Dept. of Italian 84 College Ave. New Brunswick, NJ 08901 Attn: Sheri La Macchia.

I’d like to pledge $_____________. Please circle what month we should contact you:

- July
- October
- January
- April

I’d like to donate by my credit card. My email is: ____________________________@___________________.

Please fill out this form and send it by email to: slama@rutgers.edu or mail your check to:

Rutgers Department of Italian 84 College Ave. New Brunswick, NJ 08901 Attn: Sheri La Macchia

---

**Contact Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City, State, Zip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
visit our website: http://italian.rutgers.edu/
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